Swiss Design

Wings – enjoy the comfort!
The professional headset for your office or call centre

Wings – A unique design and outstanding sound quality
A passion for detail, top quality materials
and an inspirational design characterise
the top model in the professional series of
freeVoice headsets. An exclusive professional headset for everyone looking for the
best quality and exceptional looks.
The crucial question when developing a new product is often the same: should the product offer the
most possible functions, should it be of a particularly high quality or should it primarily look good?
The firm of freeVoice was a little bold in this respect and was by no means in awe of the designer
Del Bon. «We wanted to develop our own headset,
a new product that combines the latest technology with an attractive look in top Swiss quality. No
compromises!» says Max Egger, CEO of freeVoice
AG.

A number of development steps are needed from
the product idea through to the finished product
that is used by consumers. Functionality is one aspect; ergonomics, sustainable production (wherever possible), a long service life, easy maintenance
and safe operation are others. Not every shape
can be produced with the planned material. The
industrial designer is involved in all stages of the
manufacturing process. Minor adjustments to the
design often have to be made at the last minute to
ultimately produce an outstanding result.

The challenge of design

An ambitious aim, were it not for Franco Del Bon,
an experienced industrial designer who created a
new car design for GM Motors as his «journeyman›s piece» or developed the composite can for
Ovomaltine. Even the Nespresso capsule was a
coup de main by this gentleman. Plenty of experience coupled with the latest design techniques of
his son Roberto went into the development of the
new professional headset series Wings. Swans in
flight can be seen in the first rough sketches. The
long necks with head and beak eventually became
a discrete titanium microphone arm with a highend noise-cancelling microphone. The body of the
swan adorns the ear piece, to which a king-size
ear pad is attached.

Wings help you take flight

Franco Del Bon sen. dominated sketching by hand. He
began his career as a GM Design Award winner
in the United States..

A passion for detail, top quality materials and an
inspirational design characterise the top model in
the professional series of freeVoice headsets. An
exclusive professional headset for everyone looking for the best quality and exceptional looks.

Quick Disconnect (QD) lead

Best sound quality

Wideband offers maximum sound quality for fewer
misunderstandings and repeated questions The
result is an excellent customer service. The noise-cancelling microphone filters out ambient noise
and ensures and optimum voice quality.
Exemplary wearing comfort

The length and alignment of the extremely thin
microphone arm can be adjusted for precise positioning. The large, soft ear pads with their fully
flexible suspension offer a very high wearing comfort. The metal-reinforced headband with variable
settings can be easily adjusted and fits perfectly at
all times. This allows the headset user to concentrate fully on the phone call.

Adjustable
headband

King-size ear pads
Neodymium loudspeaker

Noise-cancelling
microphone

A passion for detail –
Swiss design

Discrete titanium microphone
arm. Adjustable length and
alignment of the headset cable

headset cable

The facts
The Wings headsets have a high-end
noise-cancelling microphone to suppress
ambient noise.
The neodymium loudspeaker offers the
best sound quality.
Hearing is effectively protected by an active acoustic-shock protection system.
The earpiece joints can be rotated around
180 degrees and are fitted with king-size
ear pads.

Leistungsmerkmale und Vorteile
Features

Advantage

Noise-cancelling microphone

Filters out background noise and ensures optimum comprehension.

Neodymium loudspeaker

Exceptional sound quality with broadband with a frequency bandwidth from 150 to 6800 Hertz, matches the
bandwidth used by professional IP telephone systems.

Audio-shock protection

Protects the user's hearing by adjusting noise peaks and sudden loud noise down to a safe level (118 dB SPL).

MIC-AGC control

For optimum adjustment to various telephone systems.

Discrete titanium microphone arm

The microphone arm can be rotated by 300 degrees for optimum positioning near the mouth for good voice
transmission.

Earpiece joint can be rotated 180 degrees

Space-saving storage and transport thanks to the earpiece joint that can be rotated around 180 degrees.

Available as a mono- and duo-headset

Mono-headset for quieter workplaces, duo-headset for louder working environments.

Wearing style

The choice between ear clip, headband and neckband allows a very versatile use of the mono-headset.

Large ear pads

King-size ear pads that fully enclose the ear for the best comprehension.

Swiss design

Exclusive design, developed in Switzerland.

Connection

Quick Disconnect (QD) lead.

Surface

High-solid surface finishing with Wings look.

Weight

Mono: 45 grams, Duo: 70 grams

Warranty

2 years

Scope of delivery
Wired headset with featherweight king-size
ear pads of foam and imitation leather
Mono variant including ear clip and headband

Flexible ear clip

Leather ear pad

Article number
Mono: FW600M, Duo: FW600B
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Adjustable headband

Foam ear pad

Neckband (optional)

Headset hook

